LIGHTWEIGHT
ACCURATE
DEPENDABLE
PROUD TO BE MADE IN THE USA
Nestled in Gunnison, Utah, Christensen Arms is an American small business success story. Started by Dr. Roland Christensen, an expert in composites, Christensen Arms was differentiated early on through the use of carbon-fiber material and technology originally developed for the aerospace industry.

Utilizing experience in composites, Christensen Arms first developed and marketed a carbon-fiber barrel that had significant advantages over solid steel barrels in weight and heat dissipation. This technology was revolutionary in barrel production and led to the creation of today’s product line that can be matched by few.

The full range of firearms, built from Christensen Arms’s extensive background, includes bolt action rifles for hunting, target shooting and tactical applications. Most recently, Christensen Arms began building AR-style tactical rifles and custom, handcrafted 1911 pistols. These firearms are among the most precise, distinctive and technologically advanced products on the market today. You have to carry one to feel the superior difference.
Accuracy

“Unbelievable Accuracy.” That’s the guarantee of our aerospace-inspired Christensen Arms products. Using aerospace engineering and manufacturing techniques, we produce dynamic firearms that will give you repeatable accuracy to hit your mark. Our firearms are made in-house and carefully re-checked, re-measured and test-fired to verify that they meet our high standards resulting in unrivaled precision. Utilizing quality craftsmanship and modern technology our products take accuracy to the next level.

Materials

Christensen Arms has pioneered the use of the finest materials in gunsmithing, ranging from titanium and tungsten carbide to carbon-fiber and more. Using the most advanced technology, we handcraft the elements of each individual firearm in our facility to ensure that you receive the best possible product made from the best possible materials.

Lightweight

While providing a high degree of accuracy, Christensen Arms is focused on making lightweight firearms that are comfortable to carry. Every piece we develop from titanium frames to carbon barrels and stocks are selected to provide a lasting, durable firearm that won’t weigh you down. We produce some of the lightest commercially available products in our industry.

Precision Engineering

When Christensen Arms turned its attention from the aerospace and medical prosthetics industries to gunsmithing, we brought with us the finest engineering methods available. Today we engineer and develop firearms that perform consistently and accurately.

Aerospace DNA

When we entered the firearms business we dedicated ourselves to applying our experience in advanced composites and aerospace manufacturing to build the very best you can buy. This “Aerospace DNA” is deeply ingrained into our approach to every aspect of firearms design—from aerospace-grade precision in product fit and manufacturing, to our revolutionary steel-lined graphite composite barrels.

Custom Finishing

We specialize in customizing high-performance firearms to fit a shooter’s wants and needs. From finish coatings and colors to component upgrades and accessories, our wide range of options is designed to impress and perform.
Everyone enjoys the accuracy of a bench rest target rifle—until they enter the field.

Experience a revolutionary new approach to design, engineering and manufacturing of top-performing bolt rifles. Based on our company’s extensive background, our approach integrates the performance characteristics of aerospace design and engineering—high strength-to-weight ratios, precision manufacturing and use of advanced composite materials—into our highly accurate bolt rifles. Available with a carbon-fiber or stainless steel barrel and in multiple stock options, the bolt rifle line is customizable to fit your needs without the excess weight.

We offer the most advanced barrel technology.

Our barrel is designed specifically to stiffen, control damping and “wick” heat out of the throat area to the muzzle end of the barrel. Pre-impregnated fibers are placed in very precise orientations to help ensure maximum stiffness, damping and temperature management.

For nearly two decades, the Christensen legacy has been created by the design and production of each bolt rifle.
BOLT RIFLE COMPONENTS

PROPRIETARY BARRELS

For the first time, Christensen Arms offers a barrel line that is highly durable, rigid and made completely in-house. Christensen’s carbon-fiber barrel line is developed with AeroGrade technology, a patented lightweight carbon-fiber, designed to increase the longevity, durability and accuracy in varying temperatures. Both the carbon-fiber barrel and stainless steel barrels are available in match-grade and select match-grade. The match-grade bore measures within .0005 inches of the standard diameter and does not vary more than .0003 inches for the length of the barrel. In select match-grade, the groove diameter air gauges within .0003 inches of the standard diameter and does not vary more than .0001 inches for the entire length of the barrel. Both barrel grades have a maximum Total Indicator Runout (TIR) of .003 inches or less, indicating a minimal tolerance for straightness deviation.

CHRISTENSEN BOLT ACTION

The Christensen Bolt Action is precisely cut, not casted, to its final definition with electrical discharge machining (wire EDM) to deliver extreme stiffness and accuracy. The Christensen Bolt Action is equipped with a drop magazine and nitride coated bolt and receiver. Experience the versatility and dependability in both short and long versions to serve your tactical or hunting needs. The Christensen Bolt Action is engineered and manufactured in-house to ensure alignment with our superior class of products.

Christensen Arms state-of-the-art deep hole drill cell
SUMMIT CARBON

Weight - 6 lbs. (may vary based on options)
Accuracy - 1/2 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition

SUMMIT STEEL

Weight - 7.3 lbs. (may vary based on options)
Accuracy - 1/2 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition
The Summit is the ultimate hunting rifle. This workhorse is a precision instrument sure to be passed down and appreciated for generations to come. With its lightweight and balanced handling, this is the rifle you want in your hands while in pursuit of your trophy. Whether you are on the plains of the African Savannah or the peaks and valleys of Alaska, with carbon-fiber construction, durability is without question. Each rifle is individually tested, allowing us to determine 1/2 MOA or better shot groups.

**Standard Features**
- Hand-laid Tier 1 carbon stock in Sporter or Thumbhole configurations
- Graphite bed block
- Glass bedded
- Fully gunsmithed bolt action
- Fluted bolt
- Adjustable Timney trigger
- Multiple calibers available

**Optional Features**
- Jewell and set trigger
- Carbon-fiber or stainless steel select match-grade barrel

**ACCURACY GUARANTEE**

When we say accuracy guarantee, we mean it. We go the extra mile to provide a test report with each Summit rifle we make. Each one is performance-tested in our indoor testing range where a trained technician test fires each rifle to determine the most accurate load using the Oehler Research Ballistic Imaging System. A detailed report is provided to assure you’re getting an accurate, lightweight and durable rifle. The report includes extensive information for your specific rifle including cartridge information, atmospheric conditions, average velocity, bullet path, wind drift, downrange energy and power factor.
TACTICAL FORCE MULTIPLIER (TFM) CARBON

Weight - 7.1 lbs. (may vary based on options)
Accuracy - 1/2 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition

TACTICAL FORCE MULTIPLIER (TFM) STEEL

Weight - 9.3 lbs. (may vary based on options)
Accuracy - 1/2 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition
The Tactical Force Multiplier (TFM) rifle was named for the combination of attributes that make it more effective and accurate than others of its kind. It defies traditional tactical rifles by providing the accuracy you need, while weighing half of what you’re used to carrying. Each component is designed with precision, stiffness and rigidity to create a tool you can depend on. Offered in multiple stock colors, this tactical rifle is designed to meet your specific requirements and the demands of your daily use.

**Standard Features**
- Adjustable tactical stock in hand-laid Tier 1 carbon
- Glass bedded
- Fully gunsmithed bolt action
- Adjustable Timney trigger
- Drop-box magazine
- Tactical bolt knob
- Calibers: .223 Rem, 308 Win, 300 Win Mag and 338 Lapua

**Optional Features**
- Other triggers available
- Removable titanium muzzle brake
- Camouflage dipping
- Natural graphite stock finish
- Carbon-fiber or stainless steel select match-grade barrel

---

**ACCURACY GUARANTEE**

When we say accuracy guarantee, we mean it. We go the extra mile to provide a test report with each TFM rifle we make. Each one is performance-tested in our indoor testing range where a trained technician test fires each rifle to determine the most accurate load using the Oehler Research Ballistic Imaging System. A detailed report is provided to assure you’re getting an accurate, lightweight and durable rifle. The report includes extensive information for your specific rifle including cartridge information, atmospheric conditions, average velocity, bullet path, wind drift, downrange energy and power factor.
CLASSIC CARBON

Weight - 6.7 lbs.
Accuracy - 1 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition

CLASSIC STEEL

Weight - 7.7 lbs.
Accuracy - 1 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition
Durable, lightweight and accurate—Christensen Arms Classic rifle delivers. This rifle is made to take on the toughest of conditions and demands while still retaining its match-grade accuracy. Designed for the avid hunter that goes the extra mile, the Classic is perfect for the pursuit of whatever game you are after while offered at a lower price point than our Summit rifle.

**Standard Features**
- Fully gunsmithed bolt action
- Tier 2 fiberglass stock
- Spiral fluted nitride coated bolt
- Christensen stock w/ recoil pad
- Timney trigger
- Drop-box magazine
- Calibers: .223 Rem, .22-250, 270 WSM, 7mm Rem Mag, .243 Win, 270 Win, 308 Win, 300 WSM, 300 Win Mag, .300 RUM, .338 Lapua and .30-06

**Optional Features**
- Removable titanium muzzle brake
- Camouflage dipping
- Christensen Tier 1 carbon-fiber stock upgrade
Although it can be used as a tactical tool, the purpose-built, blueprint 50 bmg action, Carbon Ranger, is one rifle that by its sheer presence alone causes even the most reserved to exude excitement and awe. One of the most capable long-range carbon-fiber rifles available, the Christensen Arms Ranger is an excellent platform for your next extreme-range custom rifle.

**Standard Features**
- 5-shot magazine
- Carbon wrapped select match-grade barrel (select match-grade steel also available)
- Barrel length - 18” to 32”
- Jewell trigger
- McMillan stock
- Removable titanium muzzle brake
- Cerakoted spiral-fluted bolt
- McMillan action
- Accurized action
- Standard calibers: .416 Barrett & .50 bmg

**Optional Features**
- Natural stainless or Cerakoted action finish
- Stock pattern options available
CARBON RANGER

Weight - 20.9 lbs.

CARBON-FIBER WRAPPED BARREL

SPIRAL FLUTED BOLT

CUSTOM STOCK AND FINISH OPTIONS

5-SHOOT MAGAZINE

★ MADE IN USA ★
CUSTOM SHOP
BOLT RIFLES

A rifle that is designed by you, and made for you. Our Custom Shop puts you in charge, giving you the flexibility to personally select the Christensen Arms components for your firearm. Whether you want to build a custom rifle from the ground up or add custom components or colors to one of our models, you can be the owner of a piece that is unique to you.

Barrel Options
- Install a carbon-fiber barrel with a match-grade chamber and CA premium select match-grade barrel liner (includes facing the front of action)
- Free float your carbon-fiber barrel (includes modifying your existing stock)
- Install our titanium muzzle brake
- Install New England custom gun open sights

Stock Options
- CA Sporter stock
- CA Thumbhole stock
- CA Tactical stock (available with flush cups installed)
- Composite Tier 1 and Tier 2 stocks
- Camo stock dip (most camo patterns)
- Carbon finish (will vary due to material)

Bolt Action Options
- Glass bed your action
- Accurize your action
- Convert Rem 700 bolt faces to Magnum or larger size (includes installation of Sako style extractor)

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Using years of experience in aerospace and composite engineering, we have created an extremely precise manufacturing process. We utilize cutting-edge machinery to create the most accurate bolt action rifles available. Each component is made in-house with the highest quality materials.

FINISH COLOR OPTIONS

BLACK WITH GRAY WEBBING
GREEN WITH BLACK WEBBING
TAN WITH BLACK WEBBING
GREEN WITH TAN AND BLACK WEBBING
NATURAL GRAPHITE
All Christensen Arms stocks are meticulously hand-laid at our manufacturing facility, built with precision to meet the highest standards.

**Our Tier 1** carbon-fiber stock is crafted with Christensen Arms patented AeroGrade, aerospace quality, carbon-fiber technology. This world-class stock has aircraft-grade strength to weight ratios that deliver accuracy due to the resistance to temperature differences and extremely stiff construction.

**Our Tier 2** fiberglass stock is also formed in-house. Each one is made of layers of woven fiberglass cloth, and laminated with epoxy resin. The stock is filled with fiberglass epoxy in the receiver area and epoxy and micro-spheres in the forend to reduce weight and obtain the best fit possible. Tier 2 presents you with a more cost-effective option while still delivering a strong lightweight stock.
The advantages of our Aerospace DNA combine to give you an AR-platform rifle that is truly unique to the industry. Inspired by aerospace engineering principles, using the most advanced composites, our Modern Sporting Rifles are lightweight, accurate and dependable. Whether you are in the field or on the range, these high performance rifles push the boundaries of the modern firearm.
CHRISTENSEN ARMS LTM (LOCK TECH MATCH) TRIGGER SYSTEM

Our patented LTM Trigger is designed and built with safety in mind. Our unique safety hook removes the chance of accidental discharge when dropped or impacted on a surface. Designed and manufactured in-house, this trigger is “creep free” for consistent let-off and is factory-tuned and inspected for a clean, crisp break, improving shooter accuracy.

CA-15 RECON
WEIGHT - 6.2 lbs.

- CHRISTENSEN ARMS LTM TRIGGER SYSTEM
- AIRCRAFT GRADE ALUMINUM
- OSS BANNER FLASH SUPPRESSOR
- CARBON HAND GUARD WITH INTEGRATED PICATINNY RAILS
- MATCH-GRADE CARBON WRAPPED BARREL
- NICKEL BORON COATED BOLT CARRIER GROUP

WEBSITE - www.christensenarms.com 888.517.8855
The Christensen Arms CA-15 platform is a custom-built AR-style rifle. Whether you need a lightweight SBR for maneuverability or a long-range precision rifle for prairie dog shooting, the CA-15 will provide unfailing accuracy. The nickel boron coated bolt carrier acts as a protective finish for easy cleaning and AeroGrade carbon-fiber integrated technology provides the lightweight durable components. With the CA-15, tested at 1 MOA, you will be able to withstand any adversity you could face while on duty or in the field.

**Standard Features**
- Machined aerospace-grade aluminum receiver
- Match-grade carbon wrapped barrel
- Christensen LTM Trigger
- Carbon-fiber hand guard with integrated carbon Picatinny rails
- Nickel boron coated bolt carrier
- Ambidextrous magazine release
- Oversized bolt release
- Extended charging handle
- Houge over-molded grip
- Machined custom receivers
- OSS Banner flash suppressor
- 1 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition
- .223 Wylde and 5.56 chambering

**Optional Features**
- Hard black anodized Type III or Cerakote receiver colors
- Camouflage dipping
- Barrel length SBR to 24”
- Titanium muzzle brake
- Proprietary piston or gas impingement operating system
- Geissele, Timney or AR Gold trigger
- Predator hand guard
- Adjustable or fixed stocks
- Ambidextrous safety
- Numerous finish options (page 25)
- .223 Rem or .223 Wylde with 1/9, 1/8 or 1/7 twist rates
- .204 Ruger, 6.8 SPC, 6.5 Grendel or 300 AAC chambering

**CA-15 RECON**

*Weight - 6.2 lbs.*
The CA-10 is Christensen Arms large-caliber AR-style firearm. Barrels are available from SBR to 24” lengths. The nitride coated bolt carrier acts as a protective finish giving you durability and reliability against corrosive elements. With AeroGrade carbon-fiber integrated components the CA-10 is the lightest AR-10 platform available on the market. A perfect match for precision shooting, tactical drills or hunting, the CA-10 comes in custom configurations to suit your specific needs.

**Standard Features**
- Machined aerospace-grade aluminum receiver
- Match-grade carbon wrapped barrel
- Gas impingement operating system
- Christensen LTM Trigger
- Carbon-fiber hand guard with integrated carbon Picatinny rails
- Nitride bolt carrier finish
- Ambidextrous magazine release
- Oversized bolt release
- 20 MOA Picatinny receiver rail
- Houge over-molded grip
- OSS Banner flash suppressor
- Accepts DPMS-style magazine
- 1 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition
- .308 Winchester chambering

**Optional Features**
- Hard black anodized Type III or Cerakote receiver colors
- Camouflage dipping
- Barrel length SBR to 24”
- Titanium muzzle brake
- Geissele, Timney or AR Gold trigger
- Adjustable or fixed stocks
- Ambidextrous safety
- Numerous finish options (page 25)
- .243 Winchester or 6.5 Creedmore chambering

Weight: 7.1 lbs.
CD-15 RECON

Weight: 7.3 lbs.

Standard Features
- OSS suppressor
- Machined aerospace-grade aluminum receiver
- Match-grade carbon wrapped barrel
- Christensen LTM Trigger
- Carbon fiber handguard with integrated carbon Picatinny rails
- Nickel bore coated bolt carrier
- Ambidextrous magazine release
- Oversized bolt release
- Extended charging handle
- Houge over-molded grip
- Machined custom receivers
- 1 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition
- .223 Wylde and 5.56 chambering

Optional Features
- Hard black anodized Type III or Cerakote receiver colors
- Camouflage dipping
- Barrel length SBR to 24”
- Titanium muzzle brake
- Proprietary piston or gas impingement operating system
- Geissele, Timney or AR Gold trigger
- Predator hand guard
- Adjustable or fixed stocks
- Ambidextrous safety
- Numerous finish options (page 25)
- .223 Rem or .223 Wylde with 1/9, 1/8 or 1/7 twist rates
- .204 Ruger, 6.8 SPC, 6.5 Grendel or 300 AAC chambering

Inspired by the Castle Doctrine, which gives someone the right to protect their “castle” from an intruder, Christensen Arms developed the CD AR platform rifle, engineered with strength and protection in mind. Designed to give you the ultimate tool for defending yourself and your “castle,” the CD was built with the same high manufacturing standards and quality materials as our CA-15 and CA-10 and comes standard with our new OSS suppressor for reduced flash and noise upon firing.

The OSS suppressor is manufactured with suppression technology based on real world, wartime and industry demands. The component combines all OSS technologies into a single unit creating a revolutionary modular suppression.
CD-10 DMR
(DESIGNATED MARKSMAN RIFLE)

device that utilizes 12 patented technologies. This system is specifically engineered to a weapon’s operating system, caliber and barrel length. Every unit is caliber convertible, allowing for the same outer housing unit to be used on multiple weapon platforms. The OSS suppressor unit effectively reduces visual and audio signature, back pressure, expelled gases and operating system wear to give shooters optimal suppression performance.

OSS SUPPRESSOR

Weight • 8.2 lbs.

Standard Features
- OSS suppressor
- Machined aerospace-grade aluminum receiver
- Match-grade carbon wrapped barrel
- Gas impingement operating system
- Christensen LTM Trigger
- Carbon-fiber hand guard with integrated carbon Picatinny rails
- Nitride bolt carrier finish
- Ambidextrous magazine release
- Oversized bolt release
- 20 MOA Picatinny receiver rail
- Extended charging handle
- Houge over-molded grip
- Accepts DPMS-style magazine
- 1 MOA accuracy guarantee with appropriate ammunition
- .308 Winchester chambering

Optional Features
- Hard black anodized Type III or Cerakote receiver colors
- Camouflage dipping
- Barrel length SBR to 24”
- Titanium muzzle brake
- Geissele, Timney or AR Gold trigger
- Adjustable or fixed stocks
- Ambidextrous safety
- Numerous finish options (page 25)
- .243 Winchester or 6.5 Creedmore chambering
We understand that no two missions are alike which is why the Christensen Arms Custom Shop gives you the capability to choose from our popular base models and customize them with options that make them more mission specific. Now you can create a completely custom firearm that is uniquely yours with components hand-picked and fit together to ensure accuracy, reliability and durability.

**Barrel Options**
- Piston System
- Low Profile Direct Impingement System
- 5BR to 24"

**Trigger Options**
- Geissele
- Timney
- AR Gold

**Custom Calibers Available**

Christensen Arms uses a match-grade 416R stainless steel blank, which is machined down and wrapped in carbon. Carbon barrels add approximately 25% longer life to any barrel it is applied to. Independent tests show that the carbon wrap keeps the underlying steel layer approximately 25% cooler than a normal steel barrel, which in turn extends the life of the barrel.
FINISH OPTIONS

- TUNGSTEN
- GREEN
- NATURAL GEAR GRAY
- BURNT BRONZE
- FLAT DARK EARTH
- TRUE TIMBER
- BLACK
- REAPER
- SILVER
- DESERT DIGITAL

*Additional camo options available

HAND GUARD OPTIONS

- MID
- RIFLE

*Additional camo options available
The Christensen Arms 1911 pistol line is made with superior quality and attention to detail. Available on a titanium or stainless steel frame, the 1911 is completely hand-fit to provide exceptional wear and smooth operation. Match-grade barrels, premium adjustable triggers, custom serrations and a variety of tritium night sights are available to create an extremely unique and accurate pistol.

Beyond function, our 1911 line is designed to suit you and your personality. Several Cerakote finish options along with our hand-laid carbon-fiber or VZ grips make every Christensen 1911 unique in appearance, but knowing that your product was made by a single gunsmith from start to finish in our facility adds the ultimate unmatched touch.

EACH 1911 IS MADE BY ONE GUNSMITH. START TO FINISH. GUARANTEED.
CHRISTENSEN 1911

- CUSTOM SLIDE SERRATIONS
- TRITIUM NIGHT SITES
- MATCH-GRADE BARREL
- DAMASCUS SLIDE
- BOBTAIL CUT
- TITANIUM FRAME
- HAND-FIT COMPONENTS
- PREMIUM ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER
- TUNGSTEN CARBIDE RAILS (ON TITANIUM FRAME ONLY)
- 30 LPI PREMIUM CHECKERING

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

27
The 1911 Officer is the perfect carry pistol size while maintaining the maximum power of a .45 ACP with controllable recoil and the accuracy typically reserved for a full-size custom 1911.

**Standard Features**
- VZ G10 grips
- Stainless steel frame
- Aerospace aluminum mainspring housing
- Adjustable trigger
- Tritium night sights
- .45 ACP

**Optional Features**
- Threaded barrel
- Damascus slide
- Ambidextrous thumb safety
- Cerakote finishes
- Carbon-fiber grips

This is the classic 1911 pistol with modern-day enhancements. The full-size frame and long slide provide very soft recoil and accuracy only limited by your ability.

**Standard Features**
- VZ G10 grips
- Stainless steel slide
- Aerospace aluminum mainspring housing
- Adjustable trigger
- Tritium night sights
- .45 ACP

**Optional Features**
- Threaded barrel
- Damascus slide
- Ambidextrous thumb safety
- Cerakote finishes
- Carbon-fiber grips

The custom 1911 Commander offers lightweight performance with exceptional accuracy. With a variety of looks available and different Cerakote combinations, this custom 1911 pistol is made specifically to your taste.

**Standard Features**
- VZ G10 grips
- Stainless steel slide
- Aerospace aluminum mainspring housing
- Adjustable trigger
- Tritium night sights
- .45 ACP

**Optional Features**
- Threaded barrel
- Damascus slide
- Tactical or Bobtail* frame
- Ambidextrous thumb safety
- Cerakote finishes
- Carbon-fiber grips

*All weights listed are with a titanium frame.
This tactical pistol has a Government slide and a Picatinny rail for use of light and laser/light combinations.

**Standard Features**
- VZ G10 grips
- Stainless steel slide
- Custom slide serrations
- Flared magazine well
- Aerospace aluminum mainspring housing
- Adjustable trigger
- Picatinny rail
- Tritium night sights
- .45 ACP

**Optional Features**
- Threaded barrel
- Damascus slide
- Ambidextrous thumb safety
- Cerakote finishes
- Carbon-fiber grips

With a standard-length Commander slide, the Tactical Commander adds a Picatinny rail for use of light and laser/light combinations.

**Standard Features**
- VZ G10 grips
- Stainless steel slide
- Flared magazine well
- Aerospace aluminum mainspring housing
- Adjustable trigger
- Picatinny rail
- Tritium night sights
- .45 ACP

**Optional Features**
- Threaded barrel
- Damascus slide
- Tactical or Bobtail frame
- Ambidextrous thumb safety
- Cerakote finishes
- Carbon-fiber grips
WHEN IT COMES TO GRIP, SAFETY, FIT, FUNCTION AND DURABILITY, THERE IS NO MATCH TO OUR TITANIUM FRAMED 1911s.

Our line of 1911s is available with a titanium frame for a superior pistol experience. Designed to be the centerpiece of any 1911 collection, the Christensen titanium 1911 is an exceptional firearm to carry. The titanium material is 43% lighter than its steel counterpart, is stronger and more corrosion resistant.
“If you are looking for a quality rifle that is lightweight, easy to shoot, and easy to carry, check out Christensen Arms. In addition to their awesome bolt-action rifles, they also now make lightweight AR-15s and a 1911 pistol.”

Trent Swanson, Trent Swanson Outdoors

“Christensen Arms masters the art of working with titanium and creates the ultimate impulse buy.”

“It’s hard to imagine someone finding a way to carve out another niche in the crowded 1911 market, but that’s exactly what Christensen Arms has figured out.”

“Gunsmiths and vendors did everything they could to warn Christensen Arms about the difficulties in working with titanium and discouraged their efforts but the pistolsmiths at Christensen Arms never backed down.”

“I discovered that Christensen Arms is doing something that no other production company is doing.”

“Christensen Arms has successfully established themselves above what’s readily available from a high-production 1911 manufacturer that cuts corners to squeak out profit.”

“For some it’s an impulse buy. For others, a pistol like this is a timepiece that’s handed down for generations. Unlike grandpa’s old service auto, your kids won’t have to restore this one, it’ll keep forever.”

Eric R. Poole, The Complete Book of the Model 1911
The Cooper Edition 2012
Guns & Ammo
DISCLAIMER

Christensen Arms delivers a firearm free of defects. Our guarantee requires that firearm owners safely handle, properly break-in and properly maintain the firearm. Improper use or owner modifications to the firearm voids the guarantee and warranty.

Christensen Arms reserves the right to modify the features of the models shown, which may differ from the photographs shown.

WARRANTY

Christensen Arms firearms are warranted against manufacturing defects for a period of 30 days from point of sale (cosmetic defects excluded). We will repair or replace defective parts or provide refunds at our own discretion. No refunds considered after 30 days. All returns must be completed via RMA process by contacting Christensen Arms.

GUARANTEE

In ballistic terms, a MOA (Minute of Angle) is the arc formed by an angle of one minute or 1/60th of 1/360th of a circle (each degree is split into 60 minutes), like degrees on a compass.

CA-15, CA-10, CD-15 and CD-10 rifles come with a 1 MOA accuracy guarantee. The customer is responsible for ensuring proper break-in of the firearm during the warranty period and selecting appropriate ammunition and proper use conditions.

Government and Commander 1911s come with a 5-shot 1.5” 25-yard accuracy guarantee, using appropriate ammunition and conditions. Christensen Arms Officer 1911 comes with a 2” 5-shot 25-yard guarantee.

TFM Carbon and TFM Steel tactical rifles have a 1/2 MOA guarantee. The customer is responsible for ensuring proper break-in of the firearm during the warranty period and selecting the appropriate ammunition and proper use conditions.

The Summit Carbon and Summit Steel rifles have a 1/2 MOA accuracy guarantee with calibers .30 and below (excluding 30-378 Wby). Calibers larger than .30 have a 1 MOA guarantee. Through range time Christensen Arms determines 1/2 MOA capable ammo and provides a target. The customer is responsible for ensuring proper break-in of the firearm during the warranty period and selecting the appropriate ammunition and proper use conditions.